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REGIONAL GREATS

• Does where you are born and raised have an impact? 

• If you think it does have an impact… is it a positive one?

• Has regionalism declined? If so, does where you are born still 
matter today?

• At the end of the session, can you point out a place where you 
see the regional roots showing through?



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?



LOU HOOVER

Things to Consider: 

1 – Do First Ladies matter? How?

2 – Was Lou Hoover the last of the ‘old style’ First Ladies, or the 
first of the new?

3 – Did Lou Hoover have a lasting influence on our country? 
How?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Page 20 Roosevelt and Hopkins



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

Born Lou Henry, in Waterloo, Iowa.
Mar 29, 1874

Only child of couple who move from city 
to city in the Midwest, before settling in 
California. 



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

It is said her upbringing was 
unconventional; she excelled 
at sports and horseback riding, 
and learned to hunt with her 
father.

Florence and Charles Henry



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

It is said her upbringing was 
unconventional; she excelled 
at sports and horseback riding, 
and learned to hunt with her 
father.

He held a number of jobs, 
including miner in Ohio, before 
coming to Iowa.

Florence and Charles Henry



LOU HENRY

She attended grammar 
school in Iowa, and by 
1891 her family was in 
California.

She would attend San 
Jose Normal School to 
become a teacher, 
graduating in 1891 with 
a teaching certificate. 

Lou Hoover



LOU HENRY

She was an 
accomplished 
outdoors person, who 
loved camping, and 
found rocks and 
minerals fascinating. 

Lou Hoover



LOU HENRY

After attending a 
Geology lecture by a 
noted professor from 
the new Stanford 
University, she asked if 
he would consider 
accepting a women 
into his classes.

His answer changed 
the course of her life, 
and perhaps, history.Lou Hoover



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

Lou Henry entered Stanford in 
1894. Her area of study would 
be Geology.

From the first day, she had 
heard of the outstanding 
senior student Herbert Hoover. 
“I imagined him mature, with a 
full beard, and likely a giant” 
due to all the outsize things he 
was credited with.

Stanford, 1891



LOU HENRY

As classes started, the 
Professor, J C Branner, 
was showing her a 
rock sample, while 
another student 
looked on.

The student was 
obviously smitten, but 
she was used to that, 
and ignored him. 

Lou Hoover. She entered Stanford in 1894-
-"slim and supple as a reed," a classmate 
recalled, with a "wealth of brown hair"--



LOU HENRY

Until Dr. Branner asked 
the other student, 
“What do you think, 
Hoover?” 

It was the first instance 
anyone could recall of 
‘Bertie’ being unable 
to answer a question.

Lou Hoover



LOU HENRY

• Hoover would remain 
fascinated by the 
female Geology 
student, "by her 
whimsical mind, her 
blue eyes and a 
broad grinnish smile."



LOU HENRY

• Dr. Branner and his 
wife would arrange a 
date for the two.

• When Hoover found 
they she was from 
Iowa, 78 miles from his 
birthplace, they saw 
the hand of fate.



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

But this was the 1894-95 school 
year – Hoover was about to 
graduate in the school’s first 
class. Lou was a Freshman.

He was not certain he had a 
job – and worked as a 
swamper, a digger, a miner, 
and a typist – before a boss 
realized what he had.Florence and Charles Henry



HERBERT HOOVER

Hoover accepted job that 
would take him to Europe and 
on to Australia! 

He and Lou would keep up a 
voluminous correspondence, 
however. 

Herbert Hoover, Perth, Australia, 1898



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

As she graduated in 1899, Bert 
was told by the company he 
was heading to a new job in 
China. 

He telegrammed Lou the 
news, and asked if she would 
go along - as his wife?  

Florence and Charles Henry



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

The reply came in record time!

Florence and Charles Henry



BUT THERE WAS ADVENTURE 
AHEAD



BUT THERE WAS ADVENTURE 
AHEAD

Lou Hoover began an intensive 
study of her new country – the 
culture, the regional differences, 
and the history. 

She spoke the language more 
easily than her husband and 
often translated materials for him.



CHINA, 1900

Lou Hoover began an intensive 
study of her new country – the 
culture, the regional differences, 
and the history. 

She spoke the language more 
easily than her husband and 
often translated materials for him.



THE BOXER REBELLION

• Traditionalists in China become 
openly hostile in the countryside  
toward the many missionaries 
‘converting’ natives. 

• Attacks increase.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Boxer1900.jpg


THE BOXER REBELLION

• Traditionalists in China reject the 
imposition of foreigners' and trade 
agreements in China. 



THE BOXER REBELLION

• In June of 1900, the uprising begins 
with the brutal public slaying and 
dismembering of a secretary to a 
Japanese diplomat at the ligation 
gate.

• On June 11, a Boxer enters the 
ligation area. Troops of the German 
ligation capture, harass, and kill the 
Chinese boy. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Boxer1900.jpg


“All 
Hell 
Breaks 
Loose.”



EXPECTED TROUBLE – BUT NOT THIS 
MUCH

• Some weeks before, an American 
Marine detachment had come to 
Peking, and seeing the America 
Methodist church as exposed, they 
fortified it, and inhabited the fort-like 
structure. 



EXPECTED TROUBLE – BUT NOT THIS 
MUCH

• The British had waited too long – and 
their troops were only arriving the 
day of the violent uprising. 

• The train tracks were cut – and the 
troops, attempting to march to 
Peking, were attacked.  



EXPECTED TROUBLE – BUT NOT THIS 
MUCH



A TALE OF TWO CITIES

• The Hoovers, as a business group, 
were in Tientsin, preparing to set out 
for Mongolia with a group of 
engineers to inspect mines for gold.

• The party would be besieged for a 
month in Tientsin, and the threat of 
death all around them. 



A TALE OF TWO CITIES

• Hoover’s expertise came in 
handy – he directed the 
building of walls and 
fortifications as the situation 
exploded. 

• Unlike the Legations in Peking, 
they had plenty of food and 
people, but the situation was 
still desperate. 



A TALE OF TWO CITIES

• Lou worked the hospital, where 
injuries from the numerous snipers 
and exploding artillery shells caused 
something like 200 visits a day. 

• She also rode an inner circuit of the 
area on her bicycle, ‘where she 
became adept at dodging bullets.’





A TALE OF TWO CITIES

• Herbert, who knew the way, would  
lead the troops to the Gates so the 
attack could be launched. 

• It was a stressful night for the 
Quaker, who finally asked for a gun 
‘to feel more secure.’





ENGLAND
• By August, the Hoovers were 

back in London. 
• It would be their base of 

operations for the next 15 years, 
as she and Herbert traveled to 
assignments in European nations, 
India, Egypt, Australia, New 
Zealand, Russia, Siberia, Ceylon, 
Burma, and Japan.



ENGLAND
• Herbert Charles (1903),
and Allan Henry (1907).



ENGLAND
• She and Bert would also become 

rich, thanks to his skills at his job, 
and his propensity for diligence.

• She was equally hard working, 
and would spend 5 years 
translating the 1565 guide to 
mining and metallurgy, winning 
awards in 1912. 

• It is still in print today.



WAR

• War would again 
intrude on their lives, 
and with their 
wealth, they turned 
from further 
enrichment to 
helping others.



WAR

• Hundreds of Americans were stranded by the war, 
unable to get access to their money, or to return 
home to America. 

• Lou became a leader in the Society of American 
Women in London, helping to find housing, food, 
some financial aid to those unable to get home.



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

She and Hoover and friends 
would lend stranded travelers 
$1.5 million dollars to get home.



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

She and Hoover and friends 
would lend stranded travelers 
$1.5 million dollars to get home.

All but $400 came back.



• She also helped 
to create and 
chair the 
American 
Women's War 
Relief Fund and 
Hospital, an 
organization to 
help raise 
immediate funds 
and support for 
the suffering. 



THE C.R.B.

Herbert was busy as well –

Called on by the American 
Ambassador to organize help 
from neutral countries to provide 
Relief  for the starving people of 
Belgium.



"LET THE FORTUNE GO TO HELL."

Trapped between German 
bayonets and a British blockade, 
Belgium in the fall of 1914 faced 
imminent starvation.



"LET THE FORTUNE GO TO HELL."
Lou, now back in the States, 
organized fund drives based on 
the sales of Belgium Lace. 

She hated public speaking. 

She got over it.

There efforts would help feed 10 
million people.



THE C.R.B.

They would catch hell from both 
sides – Hoover crossed the North 
Sea 40 times. 

The British and the Germans 
were certain he was a spy. 

So was Henry Cabot Lodge.



HERBERT HOOVER

When America entered the war 
in 1917, she became head of the 
US Food Administration. 

She would teach Americans to 
conserve food – via a day 
without meat, one without 
wheat.



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

What  do you know about Lou 
Hoover? 



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

A special place in Lou 
Hoover’s heart was for the 
newly formed Girl Scouts.

She met the founder 5 years 
after the ‘Girl Guides’ began. 
Lou became 
National Commissioner, and 
helped the startup find its way.

FDR’s statement on Lou Hoover



WHO WAS LOU HOOVER?

Lou believed the benefit to the mind 
and the body from scouting activities 
would help girls in traditional roles as 
homemaker, wife and mother, but also 
in the community as activists and 
participants in civic-related projects.

She remained active in the Scouts, 
actually founding and leading troops 
as well!



A MODERN WOMAN

In 1921 - she drove her own car from 
northern California to Washington, D.C.!

Her Girl Scout troops accepted all races 
and religions.

She spoke out for young women to wear 
less restrictive clothing. 



LOU HOOVER

• Yet she was more at 
home outdoors than in. 

• She could ride, shoot, 
and fish – and enjoyed 
doing so. 



ARCHITECT?
She also designed 
their Palo Alto 
home, with help.

“It is something I 
love. I wish I had 
time to devote to 
learning the skill.”



THE WHITE HOUSE YEARS

Lou Hoover deliberately 
rolled back her 
personality once her 
husband became 
President. 



FIRST LADY

However, she remained true 
to herself. 

She continued to drive, 
remained active in the Girl 
Scouts, rode horses – while 
still fulfilling expected 
functions of the First Lady.



CONFRONTING RACISM 

• One function would put 
her in the spotlight – and 
she would not back 
down.



CONFRONTING RACISM 

• Oscar De Priest, the first 
African American since 
Reconstruction was elected 
to Congress – and Lou would 
not exclude his wife Jessie 
from the annual tea.



LOU HOOVER
She worked to minimize the 
risk, to defuse the situation –
but she would not back off. 

There is no record that her 
husband disagreed with her –
and the tea went forward. 



LOU HOOVER
Predictably, Southern state 
newspapers went wild:

Houston, Austin, Montgomery 
Memphis, and Jackson [Mississippi] 
accused her of "degradation" and 
"defiling" the White House by 
breaking a societal taboo. 

Three state legislatures took up a 
formal vote to censure the First Lady 
– Texas, Florida and Georgia. 



RACISMCalloway of Arkansas read the 
negative editorial into the 
Congressional Record.  Southern 
Congressman declared that they 
had "bow[ed] our heads in shame 
and regret" over the First Lady's 
action.

Negative telegrams poured into 
the White House.

She read them.

http://www.firstladies.org/images/hoover52.jpg
http://www.firstladies.org/images/hoover52.jpg


COINCIDENCE?

A week later, President Hoover invited 
the African-American President of 
Tuskegee Institute to lunch at the White 
House….



THE GREAT DEPRESSION

While the White House was against 
federal intervention, Lou reacted as she 
had with the Belgium Crisis –

Organizing fundraising for relief. 



DENIED RE-ELECTION

Following the 
defeat, she returned 
to the Girl Scouts, 
again as President, 
and this time 
helped develop the 
ideal fund raising 
tool. 



THE SENATE
She remained active in the Scouts, 
and in fundraising for education. 

She oversaw the restoration of her 
husband’s birth site in West Bend.

Sadly, she would die unexpectedly 
following a concert in New York in 
1944. Lou Hoover  at her Palo Alto home.



THE SENATE
After her death, Bert would find in 
her desk hundreds of check stubs 
of confidential donations she had 
made to people that wrote to her 
of the hardships they were facing 
in the great depression. 

Lou Hoover  at her Palo Alto home.



THE SENATE
Was Lou Hoover the original activist 
First Lady?

Does Lou Hoover embody the ideal 
of the modern First Lady?

What legacy does she leave 
behind? Are any in existence 
today?



REGIONAL GREATS

• Does where you are born and raised have an impact? 

• If you think it does have an impact… is it a positive one?

• Has regionalism declined? If so, does where you are born still 
matter today?

• At the end of the session, can you point out a place where you 
see the regional roots showing through?



YOUR THOUGHTS?

Do you know more about Lou Hoover than you did when you started?

Do you know more about the events from 1890 to 1940? What was Lou’s 
part in that era of ‘New Women’ and women’s suffrage? 

Can you name something that stood out to you in this class?

Feel free to email me your answers! russgifford@russgifford.net

mailto:rgifford@russgifford.net?subject=WJBryan%20Class%20Feedback


FOR FURTHER READING
Lou Hoover never set out to be a public person – but history 

pushed the role upon her.
Her humanitarian efforts were incredibly successful. The 

Belgian Lace fundraising made a difference in the lives of a 
nation reeling under the devastation of war. 

Her quiet leadership on equal rights, much affected by her 
experiences living among other cultures, speaks volumes. 

And her secret funding of donations to those hurt during the 
great depression shows a compassion missing among many 

public leaders. 

Biography from Hoover Presidential Website      
Link to First Lady biography

https://hoover.archives.gov/hoovers/first-lady-lou-henry-hoover
http://www.firstladies.org/biographies/firstladies.aspx?biography=32
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